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IMServ’s Water Management Services is 
the first step on the road to implementing a 

sustainable water management strategy.

Working alongside your dedicated Client Manager our team of specialist 
Water analysts and engineers are on hand to help your business.

your water footprint
integrity of your billing data 
held internally and on supplier 
platforms

appreciation of how much, 
where and how you use water 

on site

your operating costs and inject 
cash into your utility budget

your supply contracts take 
advantage of the latest market 

conditions
your understanding of supplier 
policy and customer 
obligations

Gain

Lower

Ensure

Reduce

Improve

Enhance



The water industry has long been 
plagued by poor data quality

The number of billing errors has intensified since market opening and the introduction of overly complicated tariff structures 
and incompatible billing systems. Typically reclaiming up to £2m of refunds from suppliers each year 
our auditing team is targeted not only to check that your bills add up but that the charges and tariffs 

applied accurately represent the services you receive. Quite simply, they often don’t!

On-site inspections

Recommendations 
report and baseline 

settings

Desktop review
of invoices

Implementation of 
refunds and savings



On-site appraisal of 
water metering, fittings 
and behaviours

Benchmarking and 
exception reporting

Implementation of 
remedial works and 
savings quantification
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Identification of 
wastage e.g. faulty 
fittings, leakage
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Water Conservation

Not only can wastage have a significant impact on costs, but increasing environmental and social awareness is driving 
businesses to take greater control of their water operations and introduce sustainable practices. Our water efficiency 

programme gives you the tools you need to understand your water demand requirements and the scope for reductions.



verification and 
margin assessment

market advice

Independent Portfolio

evaluation and 
contract award

Bid
exchange 

and rate check

Contract

tender to all 
leading suppliers

Market

Procurement

Although margins are limited, they are gradually increasing along with the scope for savings 
and contractual and service improvements.  Our team of market experts work with you not only 
to identify the right deal for your business but also ensure that the transfer to your new supplier 

is executed with minimum disruption and correct pricing applied.



Contact Us
Please get in touch if you require any further information

T: +44 (0) 161 785 5737
E: eddie.spencer@imserv.com


